What's stopping us? by Walsh, Andrew
I ought to point out right from the start that I'm not an expert on RFID. I'm not even the person who deals with RFID at our institution. However I've been looking on in slight puzzlement at the limited ways that most of us use RFID. 

At my institution, the University of Huddersfield, we've used RFID for self-issue of materials for several years now, building on the previous self-issue regime using barcode scanning. We have several units that allow self-issue of materials and two units for self-return (linked to a book sorter). The vast majority of our physical stock is tagged and we're happy with the ease of use of the self-service machines, freeing up staff time from the daily grind of issuing thousands of books manually. 

Our experience is, no doubt, similar to many other libraries that have introduced RFID over the last few years. Indeed, it will be broadly similar to the many other types of organisation that use RFID. That is, we use it simply for controlling stock. In a logistics company they may be used to track pallets of goods moving from a factory, through warehouses, to their final destinations. In our case they are used to track books between libraries and from our libraries to borrowers and back again.

But surely libraries are about information. By limiting our use of RFID to the same applications as pallets of potatoes or soap powder, surely we're guilty of missing a real opportunity. Almost every item in our library is tagged, along with almost every user (we have RFID chips inside our staff and student cards). We hold, or can link to, a vast amount of information about our users behaviour, about the books, journals and audiovisual material we stock. Why don't we try to bring some of this information into the physical environment, using the RFID tags as links?

Imagine RFID readers dotted around the library liked to cheap computers and a display. By dropping a book on the reader we could link the physical items and information we hold elsewhere to:

1)	Use circulation statistics to display a list of recommended books (people who borrowed this also borrowed...).
2)	Use subject headings to display lists of recommended books.
3)	Show reviews for that item from an outside service such as Amazon (if they allow this), or through allowing comments to be left on our own system.
4)	Show other material we hold by the same author (through searching our print and online holdings by author).

With the RFID enabled cards we could show:

1)	Most borrowed items by people on the same course.
2)	Library videos and help sheets filtered by the subject area relevant to that user.
3)	Lists of books recently borrowed, along with the opportunity to leave reviews.

We could also allow a social networking component into the system, allowing people to swipe their cards and leave messages for friends, or perhaps compete with friends to see who has left the most reviews, or borrowed the most items? 

When you think of the amount of information about our stock and about our users that we can access and link to, if we've tagged all our stock and users with RFID chips, then it seems a shame not to use RFID to act as the link to bring that information to our users. While we use RFID purely for stock control (I.e. circulation) we really are missing out on taking full advantage of the technology.





